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Proﬁle
ChemWerth is a full-service
generic-drug development and
supply company providing highquality active pharmaceutical
ingredients to regulated markets
worldwide.

The Layer2 Cloud Connector executed all of our SQL statements and
loaded the returned data into SharePoint Online ﬂawlessly each
time. Period. If there was an error, it was an error. The connector’s
interface is easy to understand and to use. Anyone familiar with
ultilities in the Microsoft stack will be productive immediately.

Barry Nobel, SYNEV/ChemWerth
Requirements
Microsoft SharePoint Online
and Oﬃce 365 need to be integrated with local systems and
line-of-business applications.

Solution
Codeless data synchronization
using the Layer2 Cloud
Connector.

Beneﬁts
Codeless data integration
without touching the
connected systems lowers
project risks and costs.
Secure data transfer directly
from local network. No 3rd
party involved.
Stable synchronization
architecture with low
complexity. Users are working
with the cloud only, not crosssystem.
Access to synced local
ERP data at any time, from
anywhere and with any
device.

CASE STUDY
Layer2 Cloud Connector helps ChemWerth to
integrate the Microsoft Oﬃce 365 Cloud
PROJECT
Microsoft Oﬃce 365 can reduce costs, increase organizational capacity,
and foster better team collaboration. To increase the beneﬁts and
the user adoption of the Microsoft Cloud it is a typical requirement
to quickly integrate these new services with the existing corporate or
organizational IT. Even with the rise of cloud-based services, for most
customers the IT investments they have made – and the systems that
their business relies on – will remain as their strategic resources for
years to come. That’s why the Layer2 Cloud Connector does not only
support codeless cloud-to-cloud SharePoint Online and Oﬃce 365
integration, but also hybrid cloud-to-on-premises integration and
synchronization scenarios. This fact complements currently existing IT
components like the local SharePoint, SQL databases, Exchange, ERP/
CRM, Excel or XML ﬁle content, or even ﬁle share synchronization.

QUICK INTEGRATION OF CHEMWERT’S SAGE 300 ERP
LINE-OF-BUSINESS APPLICATION WITH THE MICROSOFT
CLOUD
„Simply put, we’re creating content storage for documents associated

Increased beneﬁts and user
adoption of the new Microsoft
cloud-based services like Oﬃce
365 for Education
Hardware/Software
Microsoft Oﬃce 365
Microsoft Sharepoint Online
Layer2 Cloud Connector

More Information
About Microsoft Oﬃce 365:
http://products.oﬃce.com
About ChemWerth:
http://www.chemwerth.com

with Sage 300 ERP (AccPac) transactions. Microsoft Oﬃce 365
SharePoint libraries will store documents associated with customer
orders, vendor purchases and product shipments. SharePoint
document sets are automatically generated when Sage transactions
create records in the AccPac header tables. SharePoint workﬂows
interact with the “connected” header and detail records, ensuring that
the documents are properly tagged and quality is assured. The Layer2
Cloud Connector is, of course, the glue that binds AccPac transactions
to SharePoint lists,“ explains Barry Noble of the software services
provider SYNEV the ChemWerth project requirements.
“The Layer2 Cloud Connector executed all of our SQL statements and
loaded the returned data into SharePoint Online ﬂawlessly every each
time. Period. If there was an error, it was our error; and in that case the
connector appropriately logged the error with an intelligible message.
The Cloud Connector’s interface is easy to understand and to use.
Anyone familiar with utilities in the Microsoft stack will be productive
immediately. Our conclusion: The Layer2 Cloud Connector is a nobrainer.”

About SYNEV:
http://www.synev.com
About Layer2 Solutions:
https://www.layer2solutions.com
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ABOUT CHEMWERTH
Established in 1982, ChemWerth is a full-service generic-drug
development and supply company providing high-quality active
pharmaceutical ingredients (API) to regulated markets worldwide.
Through exclusive development and partnerships with API
manufacturers, ChemWerth provides expertise in product selection and
development, comprehensive analytical and regulatory services, and
strong project management to ensure the highest standards of quality.

ABOUT SYNEV
SYNEV oﬀers aﬀordable and readily customizable software services.
With cloud computing and Microsoft Oﬃce 365, SYNEV uses powerful
tools to tailor software services to your needs and to convert ﬁxed to
variable costs. Plus, the solutions SYNE provides will integrate with your
current MS Oﬃce desktop applications and will have a familiar look-

ABOUT LAYER2 LEADING SOLUTIONS
Layer2 leading solutions is the market-leading provider of data
integration and document synchronization solutions for the Microsoft
Cloud, focusing on Oﬃce 365, SharePoint, and Azure. Over 200
regional implementation partners and more than 2.500 companies
worldwide trust in Layer2 products to keep data and ﬁles in sync
between 100+ systems and apps in the cloud and on-premises.

